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Abstract— Humans are adept at tool use. We can intuitively
and immediately improvise and use unknown objects in our
environment as tools, to assist us in performing tasks. In this
study, we provide similar cognition and capabilities to robots.
Neuroscientific studies on tool use have suggested that human
dexterity with tools is enabled by theembodiment of the tools,
which in effect, allows humans to immediately transfer prior
skills acquired without tools, onto tasks requiring tool use.
Here, utilizing the theoretical results from our investigations
on embodiment and tool use in humans over the last years, we
propose a concept and algorithm to enable similar skill transfer
by robots. Our algorithm enables a robot that has had no prior
learning with tools, to automatically recognize an object (seen
for the first time) in its environment as a potential tool for an
otherwise unattainable task, and use the tool to perform the
task thereafter.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Humans can effortlessly use objects from their environ-
ment as tools. Not only can a human child recognize a fallen
tree branch as a potential tool to reach a fruit on the tree, but
he/she can also pick it up and immediately use it, even though
it changes his/her arm kinematics. It would be amazing if
robots could do this as well: immediately recognize and
use objects as tools for completing a task, though achieving
this is non-trivial. Roboticists popularly approach tool use
as a learning problem, for example, by exploration ([1]-
[4]), demonstration ([5]) or observation ([6]), similar tothe
learning of tasks without tools. However, studies of tool use
in neuroscience believe that human dexterity with tools is
determined by their ability to embody tools as parts of their
body ([7]-[9]). The concept of tool embodiment is closer to
skill transfer, rather than skill learning. That is, a humanis
able to transfer a skill he has learnt without a tool, to the use
of a tool. Our recent neuroscientific studies have highlighted
the key role of affordances, and specifically functionality, in
embodiment ([10]-[13]). Here we extend this theoretical idea
developed from our studies to develop a robot algorithm that
enables robots, like humans, to recognize, and immediately
use tools that they have never seen (or learnt on) before and
in this sense, show an emergence of tool use.

Even humans cannot use all tools immediately. In his
popular concept of affordance, James Gibson talks about how
each object is perceived by humans in terms of the functions
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Fig. 1: Tools and Task: A)The top view of the tools that our robot
was able to recognize and use without any prior tool training. B)
The robot working in the tool trials in Task A, in which it was
required to recognize the requirement of a tool, recognize a potential
tool and then use it to do the task.

it affords. A same object can present different affordancesto
different users. For example, an object may be graspable to
an adult but not a child, for which Gibson suggests that a
human estimates an objects scale and size as commensurate
with his body, not with a measuring stick ([14]). Like any
other object, tools provide different affordances to different
users as well, and in order to isolate the tools that humans
are able to use immediately, we need to categorize them
according to the functions they augment/amplify and actions
they require for use. We propose to classify tools into three
categories in this framework.

Category-I tools include tools like hammers, rakes, tongs,
screw drivers, and help to amplify/augment certain kinematic
or dynamic aspects of functions that are already in an agents
repertoire (functions he can perform without the tools).
Furthermore, they require the agent to perform the same
general action with and without the tool. For example, a
hammer improves the dynamic efficiency of hits, and using
a hammer requires an agent to still perform a hitting motion,
similar to using his fist to hit a block of wood. A rake
increases an agents reach, and using a rake still requires an
agent to perform a reach, albeit taking into account the rake’s
dimensions.

Unlike Category-I tools, Category-II tools, which include
tools like a traditional bow drill, a car jack or even a car,
augment functions in a humans repertoire (poking, lifting or
moving respectively) but require actions different from what
the agent would have performed, without the tool, to achieve
these functions. That is, to drill (poke) using a bow drill will



require an agent to not poke, but make to and fro movements
with his arm; lifting a car with a car jack requires an agent
to not lift, but push; and while using a car to move, a human
does not have to himself move.

Finally, Category-III tools provide new functions that a
human cannot perform without a tool. These include most
modern tools ranging from a vacuum cleaner and chain saw,
to computers.

Note that Category-II and Category-III are mostly man-
ufactured tools. They are not intuitive and require varied
levels of conscious learning. An agent needs to learn to use
these tools, or at least the rules and strategies for using these
tools, either through instructions, by observation of others,
or self-exploration. Many previous studies have explored tool
learning and control algorithms that can be useful in these
scenarios ([1]-[6],[15],[16]). On the other hand, here we
are interested in enabling robots to use Category-I tools as
they are the most abundant in our environment, and include
most of our daily life hand-held tools. Crucially, unlike
tools of Category-II and Category-III, those of Category-I
tools, by definition, tools that can be easily embodied ([10]).
Therefore, we believe they are the tools that humans (or
animals) can immediately and intuitively use to augment
their functions, with no (or minimal) learning. A sharp stone
used as a cutting tool by an early human, a stick used
by a chimpanzee to poke into a termite hole, and a pencil
improvised intuitively to stir a hot cup of coffee by us, are all
Category 1 tools. To enable robots to recognize, improvise
and use objects as tools in the same way, we need to address
four challenges:

1) Enable a robot to recognize when a task cannot be
performed without a tool,

2) Enable a robot to recognize an unknown object as a
potential tool

3) Enable a robot to know the action required to use the
recognized tool

4) Enable a robot to pick up and use the tool (perform
the required action) to achieve the task

The first and last challenges are solvable using available
robotics control and perception procedures. The simplified
control and perception procedures chosen by us are explained
in Sec. III. The key contribution of this paper is thecognition,
to address challenges 2 and 3, which we address by extending
our results from tool and embodiment studies. We will
present the outline of the proposed concept in the next
section, while the concept will be further clarified with a
detailed algorithm and experiment in the implementation
Sec.III.

II. RECOGNIZING A TOOL AND ITS USAGE

A. Functionality and Augmentation

We start by defining two terms, specifically Function-
ality and Augmentation, which we believe define every
tool belonging to Category-I. Functionality refers to the
function (from a humans or robots repertoire) that a tool
enables. Augmentation refers to the kinematic or dynamic

improvement of the function (with regard to the task), and/or
improvement of comfort or task completion time, that a tool
offers. The augmentation provided by a tool is the reason
why we require the tool. A simple rake, for example, offers
the functionality of manipulation (of fallen leaves), and the
kinematic augmentation of amplifying the reach space of
the agent. A hammer offers the functionality of hitting or
hammering, and the dynamic augmentation of improving
the force/energy transfer during the hits. Tongs offer the
functionality of lifting hot objects, the kinematic augmenta-
tion of increasing reach space, the dynamic augmentation of
reducing required grip force (due to the provided leverage),
as well as the comfort augmentation of not burning your
hands. Recognizing an object as a potential tool for a task
(challenge 2) requires a robot to identify the functionality
and augmentation provided by the object.

B. Recognizing the Functionality Afforded by Objects

Our recent investigations of limb and body embodiment by
humans have highlighted that our brain recognizes a limb not
just by its physical features, but in fact by its functionality
([10]-[13]). That is, if the physical properties of an object are
sufficient to afford the actions that an individuals brain has
associated to a limb, then, given certain sensory feedbacks,
the object, or in fact a tool, is perceived or recognized by the
individual as his/her own limb ([10]). Here we utilize this
idea to propose a very simple but powerful idea that enables
robot to recognize objects in their environment (through their
functionalities) as potential tools for a given task.

We explain our proposal on a humanoid robot that we
use for this experiment. Going from our embodiment result,
we propose that once a robot has learnt to perform an
interaction task with its limbs (and not using a tool), it can
automatically recognize objects that provide the functionality
required for the task by comparing the features of the object
with that of the robots actuated limbs (hand and arm in case
of humanoid robot) when it achieved the task without a tool.
A similar procedure was suggested earlier for the recognition
of affordances of objects ([17]). For example, consider that
a robot with anthropomorphic hands has explored and learnt
that it can catch a tennis ball with cupped hands. Then next,
when catching a volley ball, which is too big for its hands,
it can match the cupped shape of its hand to objects in
its environment and recognize, for example, that a basket
provides the functionality for catching, even though it has
never seen or used a basket before. Note that the issue of
augmentation, related to basket size, will be addressed in the
next section. Taking an example presented later in this paper,
suppose that a robot has learnt that it can pull objects on a
table towards itself by orienting its hand perpendicular toits
forearm and hooking them in. Then, by matching the shape
of a visible rake with that of its hand, it can automatically
recognize the rake as a potential tool for pulling in objects
outside its workspace, even when it has never used a rake
before. To summarize again, we propose that after learning
a task, a robot can recognize potential tools that can help in
the task by searching (in objects in its environment) for the



features of its end effector or links that enabled the required
task.

One way to define functionality mathematically is as
follows. LetHR be a set of computable features that describe
the robot’s hand shape required to perform a task. In general,
HR depends on the wrist and finger joint anglesqh, as well
as the surface geometryS of the hand. Given a object, we
analyze whether it can serve as a potential tool for the same
task by looking for the same features, denoted byHT , and
then comparing the similarity betweenHR andHT by means
of a correlation function

d(HR, HT ) =

∑

I(HR(I)−HR)(HT (I)−HT )
√

∑

I(HR(I)−HR)2
∑

I(HT (I)−HT )2

(1)
whereHk = 1

N

∑

J Hk(J) andI, J denote the bin index. In
this work, we utilized the robot hand’s (and potential tool’s)
3D Orthogonal Profile Descriptors (OPD) as features (HR

and HT respectively) to define the functionality. See Sec.
III-F for more details.

C. Estimating the Augmentation Provided by Objects

The augmentation provided by a tool helps a robot achieve
what it is not able to achieve without the tool. An inability
to achieve certain aspect of a task can always be quantified
with an error related to that task, which is readily available to
the controller or planner in every robot system. We therefore
propose to estimate augmentation from the task error without
the tool.

In a regular controller, the error is assigned to the robot
kinematics or dynamics or both, and used to change the
robot motion. Tools are usually required when the error
has saturated and cannot be reduced further by change of
robot motion. The augmentation can thus be estimated in
the form of a minimization of task error, given the error
after saturation as the initial value.

For example, in case of our ball catching example, the task
for the robot controller is first, to reach the falling ball, and
second, to make sure it enters the end effector such that it is
caught. Assuming the reach is not a problem, the error when
a volleyball has to be caught is the difference between the
size of volley ball and the size of the cup the robot can make
with its hand. This error defines the minimum augmentation
required by the robot, and defines the size of the basket it
should choose (relative to its own size) in order to achieve
the task.

In this study we restrict ourselves to tools offering kine-
matic augmentation. Furthermore, we will assume that only
the end effector is augmented by the tools. This is a
reasonable assumption for hand held tools. The following
derivations explain the previously mentioned examples in
more precise terms.

Let the forward kinematics of the arm be

X = f(q, l,∆) (2)

where q denotes the robot joint angles,l the set of fixed
intrinsic kinematic parameters of the robot, and∆ the change

in kinematic parameters (e.g. length, width) when a hypo-
thetical tool is attached to the robot hand.∆ provides the
information for the robot to select a tool with the minimally
required augmentation.

To take into account the internal constraints such as joint
limits and external ones such as obstacles and channels, we
consider the constrained forward kinematics as follows:

fcon(q, l,∆) = {f(q, l,∆)|q ∈ Ωq, X ∈ ΩX} (3)

whereΩq andΩX are the constraint regions in joint and task
spaces respectively.

Suppose thatp is the desired pose for the end effector in
the task, andJ a cost function as follows:

J = α‖fcon(q, l,∆)− p‖2 + β‖∆‖2 + γh(t) + δη (4)

whereα, β, γ and δ are positive weighting constants. The
first term on the right hand side is a performance cost
penalizing task error, the second term seeks to minimize the
augmentation, the third term takes into consideration time-
optimality (e.g. cost on the task completion time), and we
add a term serve as a cost ofdiscomfort, but this is probably
not meaningful for current robots.

We propose that the minimal augmentation required can
be obtained from the following optimization:

{∆min, qmin} = argmin
∆,q

J (5)

This is a joint search in the∆ and q spaces for a set of
(∆, q) that minimizes the cost functionJ . Essentially, it
provides the robot with a joint configuration, and the minimal
augmentation at that configuration, to best perform the task.
This is general and applies even to scenarios where obstacles
in the task space restrict the joint configurations to reach
a desired pose. If we neglect such scenarios, then we can
compute a solution as:

{qmin} = argmin
q

J |∆=0

{∆min} = argmin
∆

J |q∈{qmin} (6)

This is a cascaded search, first in the joint space to find the
set of q minimizing J in the absence of any augmentation,
i.e. without tool, and then finding the set of∆ minimizing J

whenq belongs to this solution set. Since each minimization
is over a smaller search space, this leads to a more tractable
solution, albeit in more restrictive task scenarios devoidof
obstacles. Note that (4) and (6) are general and are applicable
to scenarios where a tool is not required, for example,
when the desired pose in within reach, time-optimality is
not required, and discomfort is neglected. In this special
case, the robot should reach the desired pose without any
augmentation.

A similar formulation may be developed for dynamic
augmentation, but it is out of the scope of this paper.
We will present the solution of a generalizedaugmentation
assignment problem in future work.



D. Using the Recognized Tool

Once an object is recognized as a usable tool with the
requisite functionality and augmentation, we come to the
third challenge of using the tool. This is a relatively easier
problem because the use of Category-I tools, by definition,
involve similar actions as what the robot would perform
without the tool. Revisiting our ball catching example, the
robot has to perform similar catching motion with or without
the basket. It can therefore utilize the same controller as
before to generate the motion, but after updating its self
kinematic model by considering the basket in its hand.
This in fact is how tool embodiment is popularly defined
in humans (for example [9]). Similarly, our object-pulling
robot can consider the rake as an extended end effector and
utilize its original reach-and-pull controller with an updated
kinematic model of its body.

Specifically, with the tool in hand, the original kinematics
X = fo(q, l) becomes

Xtool = Tht(∆)fo(q, l) (7)

where Tht is the rigid body transformation from hand to
tool, and the robot considersXtool as the new end effector
for motion planning and control.

In summary, the procedures listed in Sec. II can enable
a robot to recognize objects that it has never seen or used
before, as tools for the task at hand. It allows a robot to use
these tools without prior learning of actions with tools, but
by transferring skills it has learnt without tools. In the next
section, we describe the implementation of our proposal on
our robot.

III. I MPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT

A. Robot and Environment

We used theOlivia III robot in our experiment. This robot
is a customized version of the DRC-Hubo robot comprising
of a torso (3-DOF), head (2-DOF), and dual articulated arms
(7-DOF each). For the purpose of this experiment, we used
only the right arm for manipulating the object and tools, and
the torso and head for adjusting the view of objects in the
scene. The end effector on the arm is a gripper consisting
of four fingers with parallel axes of rotation, and was used
in this experiment for grasping tools, as well as pushing an
object with fingers in both open and closed modes. The head
carries an Asus Xtion Pro RGBD sensor, which was used for
perception of the object, tools, and target.

The experiment environment was a2m×2m table surface
in front of the robot. The apparatus on the table included a
cylindrical object (diameter8cm, height10cm), a flat goal
disc (diameter5cm), and a tool taken from the provided
tool set (Fig. 2A). The robot worked with five tools (see
Fig. 1A) across the two tasks (presented in the next section).
The tools were 3D-printed and have tall handles to facilitate
grasping by the robot gripper. The world coordinate frame
was centered at the robots first torso joint (yaw), with the
x−axis pointing towards the table in front of the robot, the
y−axis towards the left arm, andz−axis upwards.

B. Tasks

In our experiment, we considered two tasks:

• Task A
This is the primary task requiring the robot to slide the
objectO, provided to it by the experimenter, along the
table surface to the goal locationG, which was again
provided by the experimenter (see Fig. 1,3, and video
attachment). Note that the object and goal placements
are such that the lineOG is approximately parallel to
either thex or y axes. The location of the goal and
object provided to the robot by us required it to do one
of three functions:

1) Pull back: when the projection of vectorOG onto
the x−axis is negative.

2) Push forward: when the projection of vectorOG

onto thex−axis is positive.
3) Push sideways: when the projection of vectorOG

onto they−axis is negative.

• Task B
The second task required the robot to always push
forward a presented object to a presented goal, similar to
Task A. The experimenter placed two cardboard boxes
on the table, and the goal in this task was always
presented within the channel between the two cardboard
boxes (see Fig. 4 and video attachment). The robot was
required to achieve two objectives: i) push the object
to the goal, and ii) avoid collision of its limbs with the
boxes during object manipulation.

No-Tool trials: The robot performed multiple trials in
each of the task. The robot was required to recognize when
the experimenter-presented object and goal were within its
kinematic constraints, and perform the task without the tool
(see Sec.III-D). We call term theseno-tool trials.

Tool trials: On the other hand, in trials in which either
or both of the object and goal were beyond its kinematic
constraints, the robot had to recognize the requirement of a
tool. These were termed astool trials. The robot was then
required to turn to the experimenter (by a torso yaw angle of
30 degrees), who would present different objects as possible
tools. The following restrictions were in place during the
object/tool presentation:

• The tools were presented within the field of view of the
RGB-D sensor;

• The tools were presented within reach of the right arm
of the robot;

• The presented tools did not occlude or visually merge
with other objects;

• The grasp handle of the tool was always presented
pointing upwards.

The robot was required to recognize the object that was a
suitable tool for the task (see Sec. III-F,III-G), grasp it,and
then perform the object manipulation task with it.

In Task A, The robot was required to use a tool when the
object, goal or both were presented outside its workspace
(see Fig.3 where the workspace is shown by the dashed red



lines). The tools in task A thus help the robot augment its
reach.

In Task B, the robot was required to use a tool when
the distance between the cardboard boxes was less than the
width of its end effector, such that the robots end effector was
unable to pass in between without touching the boxes. The
robot was required to understand this constraint and choose
a tool that would effectively augment (make narrower) its
end effector width.

C. Perception

Colors were utilized to aid the perception of the apparatus
for the robot to manipulate: the object was yellow, goal black,
tools blue, and table top white. The robot perception module
was able to detect and localize the object, goal and tools on
the table top.

Our object segmentation was based on random sample
consensus (RANSAC), following the intuition that the table
top was the dominant plane in the point cloud, and points
above the plane were likely to belong to objects. By clus-
tering these points, and assuming no object occlusion, we
readily obtained candidate object regions, from which appro-
priate features were extracted and processed for recognition
of object, goal and tool.

The object was localized by computing the centroid of a
neighboring cluster of points about the highest point of the
object above the table top. The goal was localized as the
centroid of a black circular cluster of neighboring points on
the table surface.

In general, given the segmented point cloud region of a
tool, the robot must first determine a suitable grasping point
to use the tool. However in this first work, in which our main
purpose is to introduce our proposed concept, we simplified
this problem by adopting elongated thin tools (Fig. 1A ) with
perpendicular handles, that were presented to the robot with
the handle pointing upwards. With this assumption, we were
able to conveniently scan the segmented point cloud region
for thin vertical cluster of points. The highest point in this
vertical cluster was then designated as the grasping point of
the tool. In fact, the extension of our proposal to grasping
point localization can potentially enable the robot to use a
same object as tools of different functionality, but this issue
is out of scope of the current work.

We also estimated the orientation of the tool by using the
sample consensus library with a stick model from the Point
Cloud Library (PCL), and this was used to orientate the robot
hand in the long axis of the tool for tool grasping. The same
library allowed us to segment the tool head from the tool
stick, and we used the centroid of the tool head as a simple
estimate of the tool center point, which was the controlled
point for manipulating the object.

D. Prior Motor Skills

In the no-tool trials, the object and goal were always
within reach, and there were no environmental constraints
that blocked the path of the robot. The robot possessed prior
knowledge on how to accomplish the tasks without tools.

Fig. 2: Perception: A) The view from the RGBD camera of the
robot. B) The skeleton (green lines) of its hand-wrist silhouette
during the no-tool pull back task, and an example point cloud
of the pull back tool that it was compared to. C) and D) show
the corresponding skeletons and example point clouds of the push
sideways and push forward tools.

Such prior knowledge can be learnt from demonstration (e.g.
[18]) or exploration (e.g. [1]), and is out of the scope of
this paper, as our focus is on the cognition, that is, how to
extend and transfer this existing action skills to tool use.For
simplicity, we assume that the robot had knowledge of the
following motor skills for the tasks:

Task A:
a Pull back: the robot forms an inverted “L” hand

shape caging the distal surface ofO, and pullsO
towardsG in the negativex−direction.

b Push forward: the robot opens up its fingers to form
a “U” hand shape caging the proximal surface ofO,
and pushesO towardsG in the positivex-direction.

c Push sideways: the robot positions its hand on the
right hand side ofO with hand pointing in the
positive x-direction, and pushesO towardsG in
the positivey−direction.

Task B:
The vectorO-G is along positivex, andG is inside a
channel. The robot uses a closed fist (and not the “U”
shape like in Task A) to pushO to G as this maximizes
distance of the end effector from the cardboard channel
walls.

Thus, given the goal and initial object locations, the start
pose of the robot hand is determined as a positional offset
from the detectedO location and a hand orientation, both of
which are stored as parameters for each task configuration.
By setting the goal orientation to be identical to the start
orientation, the goal pose is also determined. Besides the task
motion, via-points are also provided to ensure that neitherthe
approach motion towards the start pose, nor the withdrawal
motion away from the goal pose, perturbs the object. The via-
points are a fixed displacement relative to the start and goal
poses, and are assumed to be part of the prior skills. For the
push forward configuration in Task A, the acts of opening
of fingers before approaching, and closing of fingers after



withdrawal, are part of the repertoire.
The robot motion was by position control in joint space.

Inverse kinematics is performed at the goal or via-point pose
to obtain the goal joint angles. From each start to the goal, or
via-point joint angles, a fifth-order polynomial trajectory is
planned, and executed. For task motion, if theOG distance
is greater than10cm, we insert via-points at5cm intervals
along the straight line fromO in the direction of either
the +x, −x or −y axis towardsG, depending on the task
configuration. This was a safety precaution against possible
collision with the table top when moving in close proximity
to it. The robot hand moves through these inserted points
successively, stopping briefly at each point.

E. Recognizing relevant functionality features for task suc-
cess

We propose that a robot recognize tools by comparing
features of the tool with own functionality, that is, features
of its hand and arm (actuated links in the task) when
it successfully completed the task. In our experiment, we
assumed that the robot was in an early stage of learning,
such that it considered the entire spatially smoothed hand and
wrist volume (available as a 3D CAD model to the robot),
as the task-relevant feature. However, to simplify our visual
perception problem, we then simplified and considered the
2D (top view) silhouette of the hand and wrist CAD model,
fitted with a skeleton for each task. This is equivalent to the
robot learning the joint configurations of the wrist and fingers
as the relevant features to describe its task repertoire. Note
that other feature extraction procedures may be utilized but
this is not in the scope of the algorithm we propose. This
issue is discussed in Sec.V-A.

For the skeleton extraction, the robot computed the medial
lines of the silhouette image, starting from the distal ex-
tremities and working backwards along the link towards the
parent joint. When the fingers are open, the hand is an open
branched kinematic chain and the distal extremities are the
fingertips. However, when the fingers are closed, the fingers
and palm constitute a closed kinematic chain and as a result
of this degenerate case, the distal extremity becomes the
entire hand. In this way, we obtain a skeletal representation
for each hand shape, as illustrated in Fig.2.

F. Perceiving a potential tools functionality

The skeleton extracted from the hand and wrist, when
the robot performed a task, was used to determine if an
observed object can serve as a potential tool for the same
task. For this purpose, we used the3D Orthogonal Profile
Descriptors (OPD) technique, which is an extension of the
classical2D profile descriptor [19] to3D space. Given a
segmented point cloud of the tool,3D OPD descriptorHT

is first extracted.The peak of theY Z descriptor of a potential
tool (that defines the axis of the tool) was first aligned with
the peak of theY Z descriptor of the hand skeleton (that is,
the hand skeleton axis, see Fig. 2). Next, the object was
sampled into equal number of bins along theX and Z

directions, and the correlation computed according to (1).

0.0
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Fig. 3: Results of Task A: The object initial position (yellow), goal
position (grey), and object movement path (black and blue traces),
as recorded by the robot camera, are shown. The tool and no-tool
trials are presented together. The to-scale images of the tools and
robots are superimposed for reference. The robot reach boundary
for each trial is shown by the red dashed trace.

The sum of theX andZ correlations was utilized to detect
whether a tool contained the required functionality. We used
a preset thresholdǫ > 0 to assert functionality match when
d > 1−ǫ. We note that the selection of3D shape descriptors
is still open for optimization (see e.g. [20]), and we used the
above algorithm as a proof of concept.

G. Estimating Tool Augmentation

Once a potential tool was isolated (by its functionality), the
robot checked whether it provided the augmentation required
for the given task.

To estimate the augmentation provided by a tool, we used
the sample consensus library with a stick model from PCL
to segment out the tool stick, that is, the part of the tool
connecting the tool head and the tool handle. The tool stick
yields information about the augmentation afforded by the
tool. In particular, the length of the tool stick,lT , augments
the robot’s reach to distant objects in Task A, and the
width of the tool stick,wT , augments its fit inside a narrow
channel in Task B. We computed the bounding box for the
segmented tool stick point cloud, and obtained the length as
the bounding box dimension along the tool stick axis, and the
width transverse to the tool stick axis but parallel to the table
plane. Subsequently, the robot checked iflT or wT satisfied
the minimally-required augmentation∆min, as described in
(6). In this experiment, we omitted consideration of time-
optimality and discomfort. For Task A’s tool scenario,qmin

corresponds to the joint configuration that puts the robot
hand on the point on the reach boundary with the minimum
distanceL to the desired location near the object or goal. At
this joint configuration, the minimal length augmentation of
the robot hand is obtained as

∆min = L (8)

SincelT = ∆l, hence, as long aslT > L is satisfied, the tool
provides sufficient augmentation for Task A. Similarly, for
Task B’s tool scenario,qmin gives the joint configuration to



position the robot hand at the mouth of the channel where
the error is minimum subject to the x-direction constraint
on the robot hand due to its width being too large to enter
the channel. At this joint configuration, the minimal width
augmentation of the robot hand is obtained as:

∆min = wc − wh < 0 (9)

wherewc andwh are the channel and hand widths respec-
tively. SincewT = wh + ∆w, hence, as long as∆w <

wc − wh, then we havewT < wc, and the tool will provide
sufficient augmentation for Task B.

H. Control of selected tool

Finally, if a presented tool provided the necessary func-
tionality and augmentation, tool grasping was executed. In-
hand estimation of the tool-hand pose transformationTth

was performed based on visual measures of the tool center
point positionsXtcp = {xtcpi

, ytcpi
, ztcpi

}i=1,,n and corre-
sponding hand positionsXh = {xhi

, yhi
, zhi

}i=1,,n atn ≥ 4
non-collinear points:

Tth = X+
tcpXh (10)

where (·)+ = [(·)T (·)]−1(·)T denotes the Moore-Penrose
pseudo-inverse. Assuming that the tool is rigid and under
force closure,Tth maps the required tool poses for the task
to the corresponding robot hand poses. With this mapping
known, the same control actions from the robots prior
repertoire were used, but with the tool pose substituting for
the robot hand pose.

IV. RESULTS

A. Perception

Fig. 2A shows a snapshot of experiment setup, as seen by
the robot camera. The position of the object, the bounding
area around the tool, and the tool handle are being recognized
by the robot. Figs. 2B-D show the silhouette of the robot
wrist and fingers when achieving the pull back, push forward
and push sideways in Task A. The skeleton fitted on each
silhouette is shown in green. The point clouds of the tools,
recognized by comparison with the hand skeleton, are also
shown beside the corresponding silhouettes.

B. Tasks

The results of our robot behavior in Task A are shown
in Fig. 3. The real object movement trajectories are plotted
for the no-tool trials (black traces) and tool trials (blue
traces). Though the different trials have been collected and
presented next to each other, the object (yellow circles), goals
(grey circles), tools (blue) and robot arm are drawn to scale.
The red dotted lines represent constraints on the robot that
necessitate the use of tools. In Task A, this constraint is the
reach boundary of the robot. Note that the reach boundary
segments shown vary due to the fact that they are in different
parts of the robot workspace or have different end effector
configurations.

Fig. 4A shows a snapshot of the robot arm during the
performance of Task B. Similar to Fig 3, Fig. 4B shows the
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Fig. 4: Results of Task B: A) Snapshot of robot arm when
performing the task in a constrained channel. B) The object initial
position (yellow), goal position (grey), and object movement path
(black and blue traces), as recorded by the robot camera, are shown.
The constrained channels are represented by orange rectangles, and
the reach space boundaries and hand width constraints denoted by
red dashed lines. Note that the augmentation required in Task B is
not for reaching but to move inside the narrow channel between
the cardboard boxes.

object, goal, tool and the object movement achieved by the
robot, with and without the tool in Task B. The cardboard
boxes forming the constrained channels are shown in orange,
with the left channel wide enough for the robot’s hand, and
the right channel too narrow for the robot’s hand. The robot
constraints in Task B are given by the reach boundary and
the width of the robot hand, both of which are represented by
dashed red traces. Note that the object and target in Fig. 4 lie
inside the reach boundary, and the robot is required to choose
a tool (in the right panel) because the channel between the
cardboard boxes is narrower than the robots hand width.

V. D ISCUSSION

A. Summary and the issue of Feature selection

We proposed an algorithm that enables robots to recognize
and use objects seen for the first time as tools, despite never
having worked with tools before. This cognition for tool
use is the key contribution of this first work. We propose
that robots utilize hand and arm features associated with
successful task performance to recognize the functionality
of potential tools. We believe humans may do the same.
Note that, though this proposal allows the robots to use tools
without learningwith them, it does require the robots to learn
the same task without the tool. Furthermore, a robots ability
to recognize tools for a task is dependent on the quality
of its learning of the task without the tool, or how well
it has learnt which specific features of the hand and arm
are important for the task. For example, a robot learning
to push a square object may initially converge to using his
fist to push the object, such that when requiring a tool for
the task, it will initially always search for an object that
physically resembles its arm and fist. However, as the robot
learns further (either by exploration with different body parts,
observation, or imitation) and realizes that the critical feature
required for the push is a flat surface facing the object,
then it will be able to view all objects with flat ends in
its environment, as potential tools.



Therefore, it is important to note that our algorithm is
independent of the feature learning procedure. It providesthe
robot with a way to extend and transfer whatever features
it has learnt with its hand and arm, to tool use. While a
robots action skill (without tools) at any stage may limit its
ability to recognize some potential tools, our algorithm can
always provide the robot with an estimate of a tool, that is
appropriate and sufficient for the task, at every stage of its
learning period without tools.

B. Future work

The idea of using the features of ones own hand for
tool recognition seems simple, but we believe that it can
be very powerful as it gives robots a very practical ref-
erence, and vastly reduces the feature space required to
recognize tools. While we have explained our proposal for
arm-hand functions by a humanoid robot, the same concept
can be extended for tool use by robots with other actionable
links/parts, as long as the tool is of Category-I with regardto
their affordance. Similarly, we can extend the concept of tool
augmentation beyond kinematic ones covered in this paper,
to dynamic ones like wielding a hammer. Visual recogni-
tion of dynamic augmentation however requires additional
mappings between visual and dynamic features of objects
and environment. For example, in order to visually choose
between a metal hammer, and a wooden hammer of the same
size, a robot has to recognize that a shiny object is metal and
hence heavier.

Furthermore, the choice of tool is also determined by
the kinematic and dynamic constraints of the end-effector
of a robot. These constraints may limit the robot from
using all potential tools, and can determine where the grasp
location on the tool should be. Furthermore, the constraints
may necessitate re-planning of actions with tools offering
large augmentations, especially in the presence of obstacles.
These issues of tool usability was not addressed in this
paper. We are working towards a generalized formulation for
recognizing the functionality and augmentation of objects,
which will cover these issues, including the issue of usability,
and augmentation assignment, that were mentioned in section
II-C. However, while there are still issues to be optimized,
the first implementation of our proposed concept can already
provide robots with some basic tool use capabilities. For
example, taking the example from the start of the introduc-
tion, our robot can now automatically recognize a fallen tree
branch as a tool (within constraints of its visual perception),
and like a human, use it to reach a fruit on the tree.
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